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ALLEGION™, FEENICS ANNOUNCE SCHLAGE® LE WIRELESS LOCK INTEGRATION  

Collaboration Offers Installers Scalable Cloud-Based Security Management Solution 

 

Indianapolis, Ind., (October 16, 2017) – Allegion™, a prominent provider of security products 

and solutions, announced that Schlage® LE wireless mortise locks now seamlessly integrate 

with Keep by Feenics™, a leading access control as a service (ACaaS), cloud-hosted platform. 

The integration debuted at the Feenics booth (#4285) during the American Society for Industrial 

Security (ASIS) International’s 63nd Annual Seminar and Exhibits, held Sept. 26-28 in Dallas. 

 

“We are excited to expand our offering with Allegion to include the Schlage LE,” said Brian 

Matthews, director of sales for Feenics. “This latest collaboration pairs our award-winning cloud-

based access control solution with the security and convenience of Schlage’s wireless locks, 

delivering a reliable, scalable solution to facilities of all sizes.” 

 

Keep by Feenics is a secure and agile solution that can be managed from anywhere there is an 

internet connection using a simple and intuitive interface. The platform is built using open 

architecture hardware for limitless interoperability, plus it is fortified by the security, disaster 

recovery and redundancy of Amazon Web Services (AWS). When paired with the Schlage LE 

lock, users can bring electronic access control deeper into any facility. Without the need to run 

wires, these locks can be installed on more interior openings within the same cost parameters 

as a wired option. Together, these offer an integrated access control solution that can be 

tailored to fit varying facilities — from one opening to a global enterprise. 

 

“For customers looking to implement or grow access control, the Schlage LE is an easy, cost-

effective way to upgrade traditionally mechanical doors to electronic smart credentials,” said 

Scott Dennison, leader of Allegion commercial electronic locks and software. “Integrating with 

an industry-leading platform like Keep by Feenics takes security to the next level. From video 

and intrusion detection to IoT, building automation and other applications, Schlage using Keep 

creates more secure, convenient and efficient environments. And both are flexible by design to 

evolve with changing security needs over time.”  

 

Previous integrations include Schlage NDE and AD-400 wireless locks.  

 

For more information on this latest integration, visit us.allegion.com. 

 

About Allegion 
About Allegion™ Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading 

brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on 
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security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, 

businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2.2 billion company, with products sold 

in almost 130 countries. For more, visit us.allegion.com. 

 

About Feenics 

Feenics is paving the way for the future of physical security with innovative cloud-based access 

control solutions developed by industry veterans. We make it possible for organizations to 

systemically secure buildings, doors and assets with Keep by Feenics, the only true access 

control as a service (ACaaS) platform built specifically for and hosted in the public cloud. 

Feenics works with industry leading manufacturers and integration partners to deliver the most 

robust solutions for secure, connected environments in the market.  Customers include large 

enterprises, educational institutions, government agencies and other organizations seeking to 

leverage the power of ACaaS today and into the future. 
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